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Double success
for QPR FC
Women
A word from
the Editor
Hi all and welcome back to our
latest QPR in the Community
Trust Newsletter.
In what has been an action
packed few months, we are
once again delighted to capture
just a snapshot of the amazing
work everyone here at the Trust
continues to do and as the
summer weather is finally upon
us, outdoor delivery is at an alltime high.
We have seen the conclusion
of the 2020/21 Sky Bet
Championship season come and
go and our work throughout the
West London area continues to
increase.
From our PFA Community
Champion award to the
important reflection of the fourth
anniversary of the tragic Grenfell
fire, QPR in the Community Trust
thrive to be at the forefront of
the work of the local community
and these past few months has
seen just that once again.
Simon Cheshire
Editor

IT was a week of double celebrations
for QPR FC Women, initially a
dramatic penalty shootout success
wrapped up victory over Actonians in
the Capital Women’s Cup Final, before
we were delighted to announce that
our application to be moved up to the
FA Women’s National League Division
1 South East for the 2021/22 season
had been successful.
In terms of the Cup Final victory, in
front of a sold out Bedfont Sports Club,
Roschelle Shakes gave our opponents
an early lead. But a Demi Edwards
strike late in the first half ensured
Rangers went into the break level.
Meila D’Santos restored Actonians’
lead, however a late Ellie Searle
penalty kick for the R’s meant the tie
would be decided by spot-kicks.
In a topsy-turvy shootout, captain
Vicky Grieve stepped up and converted
the decisive kick, claiming the cup for
Rangers and sparking wild celebrations.
COVID-19 cut both our 2019/20 and
2020/21 campaigns short, but on-

field success including the Capital
Women’s Cup final victory - as
well as off-field development - has
ensured that our application has been
successful and the R’s will be playing
in the fourth tier of the Women’s
football pyramid next season.
Speaking instantly after the decision,
Rangers boss Steve Quashie was
delighted, telling www.qpr.co.uk:
“We are delighted, it’s fantastic
for everyone involved at this great
football club.
“Following the FA’s decision to
curtail the past two seasons due to
the pandemic, clubs were given the
opportunity to apply for upward
movement and for us we applied for
the opportunity to challenge in Tier 4
in the FA Women’s National League
Division 1 South East.
“For us to apply there was certain
criteria we had to meet and
demonstrate that we could achieve.
“This ranges from on-the-field
success, in league and cup matches,

to off-the-field development including
our infrastructure and growth for
support, sponsorship, staffing levels
and support from our board.”

girls from as young as the age of
eight able to play football for the R’s,
creating a fantastic pathway straight
into the first team.

On the field, QPR FC Women have
racked up an impressive number of
victories in the London and South
East Regional Women’s League, form
in usual circumstances which would
have seen us competing at the top
end of the league table.

Quashie said: “One of our
contributing factors is our girls setup,
we have an age range right down to
our Under-8s and this news is really
going to help continue to grow and
strengthen the female setup at this
football club.

“It’s fantastic for everyone at this football
club, it gives us a chance to compete at
a level that we know we are more than
capable of doing so.”
Steve Quashie, QPR FC Women’s Manager
Quashie added: “Last season we were
flying and what happened, happened.
We can’t relive history, but we can
celebrate this positive news.
“It’s fantastic for everyone at this
football club, it gives us a chance to
compete at a level that we know we
are more than capable of doing so.
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“It clearly shows that we have such
a strong pathway and every single
member of staff is part of this process,
so this is a huge testimony to everyone
involved at Queens Park Rangers.”

“It’s a new era and I am feeling great.”

In December our Women’s side
announced a unique sponsorship with
UNITED in Hammersmith and Fulham,
and Quashie was quick to highlight
the importance of this.

QPR FC Women also boast an
impressive youth setup which sees

He added: “We have to celebrate
that such companies like UNITED in

Hammersmith and Fulham want to
get involved with this football club
and our female programme.
“So, for us to include them in our
application process obviously helps
us stand out and deservedly so.
“Last season we beat teams from Tier
4 and again this season, obviously we
relished the challenge against highertier opposition.
“But we are now on a level playing
field and we need to take stock, have
a deserved short break and prepare
for next season’s challenge in Tier 4.”
A huge congratulations to Steve
Quashie and everyone at QPR FC
Women!
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Trust wishes Rangel and Cameron well
QPR in the Community Trust would
like to wish former players Angel
Rangel and Geoff Cameron well
following the announcement that
they have departed the Kiyan Prince
Foundation Stadium.
Of course, Spanish defender Rangel
formerly announced his retirement in
April, whilst former captain Cameron
has returned to his native America
following the conclusion of the
2020/21 campaign.
During their time in W12, both played
an important with our work in the
local in the community, obviously
with the highlight being Rangel’s
crowning of PFA Community
Champion in 2020, for his amazing
work with the Hammersmith and
Fulham Foodbank. Whilst Cameron
was at the forefront of our Player
Ambassadors initiative.
From everyone here at QPR in the
Community Trust thank you and good
luck for the future!

Dom Ball wins PFA Community
Champion award
QPR midfielder Dom Ball has been
named as our PFA Community
Champion this season.
The 25-year-old arrived in west
London in July 2019 and has gone on
to play a key role in many community
projects which are run by QPR in the
Community Trust.
Ball - recently named as one of
seven Trust ambassadors - has
been at the forefront of the work
we have done with Hammersmith &
Fulham Foodbank and the Foodbank
DoorSteppers.
Throughout the pandemic, Ball took
it upon himself to make a personal
donation to Hammersmith & Fulham
Foodbank, with the midfielder then in
attendance at our EFL Day of Action
event in March, which saw first-team
manager Mark Warburton helping
local charity Foodbank DoorSteppers
with their weekly collection.
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When speaking about the award,
Ball told www.qpr.co.uk: “To be
recognised like this is hugely
humbling.
“A lot of the players in the team
have done their fair bit of work for
the community this season, so to
come away with an award for it is a
fantastic feeling.
“The Community Trust have done so
much great work this year, during
what has been a very tough time
across the world, but to be able to
help on a few occasions is the very
least I could do.
“We are a club that pride ourselves
on the work we do in the local area,
so it’s so important that we give back
to those that need it.
“As footballers we are in a very
privileged position and having
supporters like we do is so important,

and it’s just about giving back to the
local area.”
Ball, who has done a lot of work with
our local foodbanks this season, was
keen to highlight the importance of
them and how the demand for them
is only going to increase.
He said: “This year and going ahead
for the next few years things are going
to be tough for everyone, so areas
like the foodbanks are going to be so
important to the local community.
“I have done quite a bit of work with
foodbanks at other clubs, I did a
lot of work at Aberdeen with their
local food community centres, it’s
something that I enjoy doing.
“I enjoy helping people so I didn’t
hesitate to help during lockdown
when I made the first real donation
and hopefully, I can continue to be
involved.”

QPR Remembers Grenfell
ON what was the fourth anniversary of the
tragic Grenfell fire, the Kiyan Prince Foundation
stadium once again went ‘Green for Grenfell’ as
we paid our respects and remember all those
that were affected by the tragedy.
Previously, Grenfell United and Grenfell Silent
Walk have held a silent march walking a special
route next to the tower. But last year and the
impacts of COVID-19 saw the remembrance
ceremony moving to a virtual platform,
something the R’s proudly continued to support.
The evening began at 7pm with an Online
Remembrance Event that was streamed on
Youtube and then at 10pm Grenfell United asked
you to show the nation that we are still united
for Grenfell by ‘Going Green for Grenfell’, which
meant illuminating your home green, something
that W12 did in a unique way.
Since the disaster in 2017, QPR have been proud
supporters of Grenfell United and on the fourth
anniversary of the event we were honoured to
continue our support of our local community in
their time of need.
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Sinton & Evans complete walk to Wembley
MONDAY 24th May saw the
annual celebrations for what
is now commonly known as
#BobbyZamoraDay, as we
reminisced on that memorable
afternoon at Wembley Stadium.
And in support of the
#WalkFromHome2 campaign, club
ambassador Andy Sinton and QPR
in the Community Trust CEO Andy
Evans put on their walking shoes and
switched west for north west London,
all in aid of the QPR Tiger Cubs.
QPR’s very own Down’s syndrome
side kicked off the day with a
fantastic re-creation of Zamora’s
iconic goal, before Sinton and Evans
began their walk to Wembley.
Starting in W12 and 10,000 steps, 5.1
miles and a soaking later, both the
Andys arrived in Wembley as they
replicated the walk which many R’s
fans took on that memorable day
seven years ago.

A quick photo was taken and with the
nominations done, just like that the
walk to Wembley was over.

to Walk From Home to help raise
money and awareness for the QPR
Tiger Cubs.

After completing the walk, club
ambassador Sinton was full of praise
for the Tiger Cubs, telling www.qpr.
co.uk: “The work they do is amazing, it
puts smiles on so many people’s faces
and that is what QPR is all about.

In correlation with our celebrations of
#BobbyZamoraDay, we wanted you
to walk 10,000 steps or five miles to
cover the distance between W12 and
Wembley Stadium and replicate the
exact steps we took in 2014.

“Albeit in a much smaller way than
usual, it was nice to be out in our
local community and reminisce on
that fantastic day, all in aid of the
wonderful Tiger Cubs.”

Trust CEO Andy Evans and club
ambassador Andy Sinton kicked off
the campaign by doing that very walk
before many of you then joined in and
helped raise a substantial amount for
our Down’s syndrome side.

In addition, Trust CEO Evans said:
“Hopefully this will be our last virtual
challenge, but your support during
what continues to be a tough time
will be greatly appreciated and
this walk was about trying to raise
awareness of the Walk From Home 2
campaign.
“I know Dominic Ball, Alejandro Faurlin
and Clint Hill have already got involved
and we look forward to seeing your
entries and hopefully raising a fantastic
amount for the Tiger Cubs.”
The campaign, which was introduced
last week as a replacement for our
annual Tiger Feet Walk, saw QPR in
the Community Trust inviting you

PFA Community Champion Dom Ball
- as well as former R’s Clint Hill and
Ale Faurlin - also took part, before
many of our fantastic supporters put
on their walking shoes.
From a gentle Bank Holiday stroll to
hardcore runs, we were delighted to
have seen so many of you take part
and from everyone here at QPR in
the Community Trust, we wanted to
thank you.
Our JUST GIVING PAGE remains
open so if you still want to take part
in #WalkFromHome2 then feel free
to do so, but don’t forget to tag
@QPRTrust on social media.

W12 opens its doors for
QPR’s Community Trust
FOLLOWING the conclusion of the
2020/21 Sky Bet Championship
season, and the easing of
lockdown restrictions, QPR in the
Community Trust were delighted
to host a series of events on the
hallowed Kiyan Prince Foundation
Stadium turf - giving local children
and residents an unforgettable
experience.
QPR’s Football Development
programme were first to get
access to the pitch, with over 140
young children able to experience
life in W12.
Of course, COVID-19 restrictions
limited the group numbers at one
time, but throughout a whole day
and evening a huge number of local
children gained a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity.
QPR FC Women were next up
to walk through the doors of the
KPF, with both the Women’s first
team and development sides able
to have their usual Friday night
training session in W12.
Activity in west London only
continued to increase, with our
Premier League Primary Stars
department arranging a fantastic
tournament for several of our local
schools on the famous pitch.
QPR in the Community Trust were
then pleased to welcome our
Walking Football side who continue
to battle it out against other
counterparts in memory of their
founder and good friend Rob Kent.
This was then followed by a
wonderful girls tournament which
saw participants from two of our
Brent Kicks sessions, based at
Capital City Academy and Alperton
High School, competing against
each other.
Before the arrival of our Under8s, our fantastic QPR Tiger Cubs
and Para Footballers were able to
have a session in front of the Loft
as they helped our media team
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recreate THAT Bobby Zamora
goal ahead of the launch of the
#WalkFromHome2 campaign.
As we reached the halfway point
of the week, Rangers
welcomed our College
Academy side who
overcame Crystal Palace
3-1 in a London derby in
W12, courtesy of firsthalf strikes from Mo
Abaker, Luis Oliveira and
Joel Faira Barros.
The Kiyan Prince
Foundation Stadium
then welcomed members
of our Premier League Kicks
programme, with an exciting
11-a-side game played out in W12.
Our Kicks programme
predominantly works with
participants from the Kensington
and Hammersmith and Fulham
areas, and a moment like this was
one to cherish for many who may
be going through a difficult
time.
With the week starting to
end, Rangers then hosted our
annual Mental Health World
Cup, where we were able to
raise a fantastic £17,000 which
was split with CALM (Campaign
Against Living Miserably).
In our final Trust event, we
welcomed Football Aid to W12.
Supporters were able to bid for
a place in two games hosted by
Football Aid, to help raise vital
funds for the Trust, one of which
featured former R’s players Richard
Langley and Leroy Griffiths and
was managed by club ambassador
Andy Sinton in a fantastic
afternoon for all involved.
A huge thank you to everyone that
took part in these fantastic events.
Please note, all COVID-19 safety
procedures and precautions were
followed throughout these events.
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the headline ‘Long live the Prince’.
For more information, please visit:
www.thekpf.com.

Long live the Prince:
R’s re-sign Kiyan on FIFA 21

James Salmon, marketing director, EA
SPORTS FIFA Brand, said: “By adding
Kiyan in-game this year, we not only
want to celebrate what an incrediblytalented footballer he was and should
have been, but also continue to offer
EA SPORTS FIFA as a platform to
raise awareness of the Kiyan Prince
Foundation.”

ON Tuesday 18th May 2021, to mark
the 15th anniversary of his tragic
death, Kiyan Prince returned to life
as the professional footballer he
should have been.

Kiyan Prince will be available in KickOff Mode and Career Mode in FIFA 21
from 18th May on PC and from May
19th on PlayStation 5, PlayStation
4, Xbox Series X|S and Xbox One
consoles.

A talented 15-year-old playing for
Queens Park Rangers, Kiyan’s life
was tragically cut short in 2006 when
he was stabbed while attempting
to break up a fight at his school.
Honouring Kiyan, his father Dr. Mark
Prince OBE works to inspire and
empower vulnerable young people
through the Foundation that bears
his son’s name.
Fulfilling his childhood dream, Kiyan
will be officially re-signed by QPR and
given the squad number 30, while
also being listed as a squad member
on all matchday programmes.
Partnering with EA SPORTS, Kiyan
has been added to the QPR team
roster available in FIFA 21. Fans
across the globe can now play as
Kiyan in-game. EA SPORTS FIFA
developers worked closely with
Kiyan’s family, friends, former teammates and coaches to integrate
him into the game. From ageing his
appearance using images from his
teen years, to developing his on-pitch
characteristics and style of play - all
based on speaking to those closest
to him - Kiyan has been developed as
the superstar he would’ve been.

to get to know Mark on a personal
level during that time. What he has
been through is every parent’s worst
nightmare and his response to such a
tragedy has been truly inspiring.

Mark Prince, Kiyan’s father, explains: “I
want my son to be remembered not
for the tragedy of his death but for the
triumph of his achievements. Through
this campaign my hope is that the
world finally gets to glimpse Kiyan’s
incredible potential fulfilled. We get to
honour his talent. And, hopefully, we
can inspire other kids to honour their
own talent, too - whatever their own
strengths might be.”

Topps are also introducing Kiyan
into their Match Attax game, with a
special edition collectable card.

“I want my son to be remembered not for the
tragedy of his death but for the triumph of his
achievements. Through this campaign my
hope is that the world finally gets to glimpse
Kiyan’s incredible potential fulfilled.”
Mark Prince, Kiyan’s father
The imagery of Kiyan being used
has been developed by Framestore
– the special effects studio behind
Avengers: Endgame – with input
from the Prince family and scientists
at the University of Bradford.
A combination of advanced
AI technology and photo-real
illustration was used to virtually
recreate Kiyan as the 30-year-old
pro footballer he’d be today.
The life of a professional footballer
would not be complete without a
series of brand endorsements. With the
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support of adidas, Kiyan will wear the
20/21 adidas COPA boot in FIFA 21 and
members of the public will see Kiyan’s
likeness across some of the UK’s most
iconic billboards – including Piccadilly
Circus and Oxford Street – as part of a
JD Sports advertising campaign.

Members of the public who want to
support the campaign can donate
to the Kiyan Prince Foundation by
texting KPF (then the amount) to
70490.
The Foundation’s work has seen Kiyan’s
father Mark honoured with an OBE and
led QPR to rename their ground Kiyan
Prince Foundation Stadium.
Les Ferdinand, director of football
at QPR, said: “As a club we have
worked closely with the Kiyan Prince
Foundation and it has been an honour

“When we named our stadium after
the Kiyan Prince Foundation in
2019, we invited Mark to the training
ground to speak with our players. We
felt it was important they understood
the history of the Foundation and
what it stood for. The squad were
truly humbled by Mark’s bravery

and his dedication to use his pain to
prevent others from having to walk
the same path he has had to walk.
“We continue to stand shoulder to
shoulder with Mark and are delighted
to see Kiyan in the QPR squad for the
2021/22 season.”
To raise further funds and awareness,
the campaign is being supported by
a major PR drive across TV, audio
and social channels, involving a host
of celebrities and influencers under

Within FIFA Ultimate Team, from
May 18th players can access custom
Kiyan Prince vanity items through the
completion of in-game objectives,
including a Kiyan Prince Foundation
kit inspired by the 2004/05 QPR
home kit, and an honorary TIFO of
Kiyan that appears every time a goal
is scored.
The campaign has been created on
a pro-bono basis by ENGINE and all
proceeds raised are going directly to
the Kiyan Prince Foundation.

Kiyan Prince given squad number
KIYAN Prince will be listed as part
of the QPR squad for the 2021/22
season.

tragic story, and Mark has had to
walk a path that no parent should
have to walk.

As the club marks the 15th
anniversary of Kiyan’s tragic death,
the former academy player has been
given the No.30 squad number,
acknowledging the age he would
have been if he were alive today.

“He has done it with dignity and
determination. The way he has
dealt with this pain is an inspiration
to us all.

Kiyan was fatally stabbed in 2006
as he tried to break up a fight
outside his school. His father Mark
Prince set up the Kiyan Prince
Foundation in his honour to tackle
knife and gun crime.
QPR midfielder Charlie Owens,
who currently occupies No.30, has
kindly given up his squad number in
support of the campaign.
QPR manager Mark Warburton said:
“We are all fully aware of Kiyan’s

“We are fully supportive of the
campaign to highlight what has been
a life needlessly lost. What Kiyan
could have achieved we will never
know, and that is such a tragedy.
“I am honoured to see his name in
my squad for the 2021/22 season
and I hope these efforts raise
awareness of the incredible work
which continue to be carried out by
the Kiyan Prince Foundation.”
QPR CEO Lee Hoos added: “Kiyan
Prince will always be part of the
QPR story, part of the club’s history.

“It is important we acknowledge
key moments, such as the 15th
anniversary of his death, to ensure
he is never forgotten.
“Kiyan was denied the opportunity
to create a legacy but his father
has worked tirelessly to do that on
his behalf through the Kiyan Prince
Foundation.”
To learn more about the Kiyan
Prince Foundation click HERE.
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NHS Tournament success
ON Friday 11th June, QPR in the
Community Trust were delighted
to host a fantastic tournament
at PlayFootball for local NHS
hospitals to compete against each
other and win a place to represent
the R’s in the London Finals in a
couple of weeks.
With places to represent both
or Male and Female sides, North
Hammersmith and Fulham Primary
Care Network and West London
NHS Trust – St Bernands, Ealing
were the eventual winners despite
two tough finals.
Speaking after the event, Seth
who is a GP in Hammersmith and
Fulham and competed in the event
told www.qpr.co.uk: “This event
was fantastic.
“We all work in the north of
Hammersmith and Fulham,
which means we cover White
City, Shepherds Bush and all
the surrounding areas to the
stadium and to have the chance to
represent QPR is amazing.

“We were delighted
to win and we are
now looking forward
to pulling on the blue
and white hoops at the
London Finals.”
In addition, Danny
Harrigan, QPR in the
Community Trust’s
event organiser said:
“The event was great,
we were delighted to
host a variety of local
hospitals which had
teams that consisted of
many different employees
and to give them the chance
to represent QPR at the
finals is something we are
very proud of.
“A huge thank you to
everyone that took part and
good luck to both our Male
and Female winners.”
Our winners will represent the
R’s later in the summer at the
London finals.
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Getting to know: Justin Stone
AS we marked Mental Health
Awareness week, QPR in the
Community Trust are delighted
to tell the story of our very own
Justin Stone.
Multi Activities Manager, Justin first
walked through the W12 doors in 1995
as a schoolboy and over two decades
later continues to be at the forefront of
the amazing work we continue to do in
the local area.
A familiar face to many R’s supporters,
especially on matchdays in the capital.
Throughout his time with Rangers
Justin has been at the forefront of
some of the great work we have
done, with his own story enough to
inspire anyone, with his continued
support of the Mental Health World
Cup highlighting how important the
awareness of Mental Health is to him.
“I initially joined Rangers in 1995 on
work experience and in one way or
another have been involved with the
club ever since, QPR’s Multi Activities
manager told www.qpr.co.uk.
“I started volunteering at the clubs
Soccer Schools and by the age of 16 I
became an apprentice here.
“Despite a few years away whilst I
worked with another company, in
2007 I came home and for the last 14
years I have been doing my current
role.”
“Fans may recognise me more
from walking around the pitch on a
matchday, something I do around
100 times a game, but I also run the
National Citizenship programme
(NCS) and oversee stadium tours and
pitch events.
“And it’s my work coordinating pitch
events that led me to the Mental
Health World Cup.”
At the end of each season QPR in
the Community Trust link up with
the charity Campaign Against Living
Miserably (CALM) to provide a
unique Mental Health World Cup
which is played at the Kiyan Prince
Foundation Stadium.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19
restrictions last year, the tournament
was postponed and thankfully this
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year it will be delivered on the famous
W12 pitch but in a very different and
safe way.
Speaking on why he got involved,
Justin said: “From a personal
perspective when we put on the
Mental Health World Cup tournament
here, it means a lot to me.
“I got involved in it because sadly my
brother-in-law passed away three
years ago, through a bad mental health
illness, which was a horrendous time.
“So as a club I feel we should always
go above and beyond to support
people and raise awareness of the
issues of mental health and this
tournament helps us to do that, by
using the power of sport.
“The majority of the money raised
from this great tournament goes to
CALM, but some of it also goes to
our wonderful Inclusion Programme,
which delivers a number of sessions
to people with varying mental health
issues.”
He added: “This project has helped a
vast amount of local people, including
some valued members of our staff.
“We have seen how the club and the
Community Trust can benefit people’s
health and the positive impact sport
as a whole can have.”
“Sport creates a togetherness and that
can be hugely beneficial to everyone’s
mental health.

“Doing some sort of exercise can
always makes you feel better from
my point of view, sport gets people
talking which can only be a positive
thing.
“I just think with more awareness of
mental health issues, the more you
can be aware of little things, like little
triggers in people.
“Beforehand I may have felt someone
was having a bad day and I would
have left them, but now actually is it
this, is it that, if it’s a supporter and
they want five minutes of my time
yes, I may be busy, but can I spend
five minutes of my time with them,
that’s the power of greater awareness
of this hidden illness.
“I am in a very privileged position,
but I do feel that kindness is one of
the most important things that I do in
my job and just spending those extra
five minutes with someone is really
struggling could be massive.”
“Lockdown has been a tough time for
many, and football fans have been no
different. At QPR we are thankful to
have had services like the R you Okay
campaign, where you can see the
impact, this has had on many people
who perhaps may have struggled
without that personal contact.
“But I am sure that when fans are
back, we are going to do as much
as possible to try and help them and
enjoy our matchday experience even
more than before.”
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Trust continue to work
with local schools
ONLY a stone’s throw away from
Kiyan Prince Foundation Stadium,
QPR in the Community Trust’s
Primary Stars officer Dion Allen
has been helping to inspire the
next generation of sports leaders teaching them the necessary skills
and enabling them to fall in love
with sport.
As part of the Premier League
Primary Stars programme, which
is delivered across a multitude of
schools, Dion has been working in
Wormholt Park Primary School and
giving children the opportunity to
upskill themselves as well as creating
positive social change that is of
benefit to the wider west London
community.

and practical sessions, the group
have created, planned, and delivered
PE sessions to their peers and
classmates. All the students who
have taken part aimed to gain more
confidence and self-esteem to stand
them in good stead for the future.
Speaking about the initiative,
Dion told www.qpr.co.uk: “I have
thoroughly enjoyed working with the
Nyah, Adham, Zeanab, Malakai, Omar
and Paulina this year.
“What we have achieved together
and the progress that has been made
has been fantastic to see.

Working with a select group called
‘Junior Leaders’ Dion has been
able to teach the students how to
be effective leaders, deliver good
feedback and how to have the ability
to motivate and inspire teamwork.

“All of them have gained so much
self-belief and a desire to improve
which can be tough at the age
they are. I really believe that this
programme stands them in good
stead for their transition to secondary
school and hopefully they use what
they have learned to reach their
dreams and ambitions.”

Through both the use of classroom

Furthermore, their teacher from

May Soccer
School success
QPR in the Community Trust’s
popular soccer schools returned
again last month, as another
fantastic number of children
looked to stay active during a
scorching hot May half-term.

Wormholt Park Primary School was
also keen to praise QPR’s Premier
League Primary Stars programme,
adding: “The sessions are a great
success and I have noticed a
significant change in the pupils, the
girls especially, in terms of their
confidence and engagement with
their peers.

We were delighted to welcome
over 130 children aged 5-14
to our Soccer School across
the half term break, based at
PlayFootball.

“The pupils look forward to the
sessions each week and they gained
so many useful skills that will be
essential for them when transitioning
to secondary school.
“They were also taught the benefits
of planning prior to delivering their
activities to the class. They had a lot
of fun preparing the activities and
their peers enjoyed taking part. I, as
their teacher, am really impressed
with how far they have come.”
They added: “Dion really catered to
the needs of the pupils and adapted
the sessions to meet their needs. The
sessions were well-organised and
delivered to a high standard.”

Obviously, due to the current
situation, extra safety
precautions remained in place,
ensuring the children were
able to enjoy a safe footballing
environment.

“I really believe that this programme stands
them in good stead for their transition to
secondary school and hopefully they use
what they have learned to reach their
dreams and ambitions.”
Dion Allen, Primary Stars officer

Similar to our last soccer
school during the Easter break,
all children and staff were
temperature check on arrival,
before sanitizing their hands
to help maintain the safety of
everyone on site.
Danny Harrigan QPR’s Soccer
Schools Coordinator, told www.
qpr.co.uk: “It’s great to be back
once again, we remained vigilant
and ensured all precautions were
in place and we have been able
to have a fantastic number of
participants once again, which is
great.
“Everyone had a great time and
we can’t wait for what will be a
wonderful summer.”
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Tiger
Cubs
FOOTBALL SESSIONS

QPR IN THE COMMUNITY TRUST

JUNE 2021

Football activities
led by highlyqualified
coaches for
people with
Down’s Syndrome

Promoting
improved
social,
physical
and healthy
wellbeing

Monday

tuesday

PlayFootball

The Hive

5pm – 6pm

41 South Africa Road,
Shepherd’s Bush,
London, W12 7RW

5pm – 6pm

Camrose Avenue,
Edgware, London,
HA8 6AG

wednesday

5pm – 6.30pm
Middlesex FA

Rectory Park,
Ruislip Road, Northolt,
London, UB5 6AU

All sessions are £5.50 per person. For more information please contact
Connor Bagenal on 07483 006 843 or e-mail connor.bagenal@qpr.co.uk
The Tiger Cubs play in the Middlesex Pan Disability League and enter the
DS Active National Cup and other tournaments.

Book online at www.qprsoccerschools.co.uk/inclusive
QPR in the Community Trust is committed to Safeguarding and protecting children, young people and adults at risk and fully accepts its responsibility
for the safety and welfare of all those who engage with the Trust. A copy of our safeguarding policies and procedures can be found on our website
Pand
AG
E safeguarding
14
any
concerns should be passed to the Safeguarding Officer, Claire Priddle. E-mail: claire.priddle@qpr.co.uk. Tel: 020 3198 7111.
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QPR IN THE COMMUNITY TRUST

Follow us on
social media
@QPRtrust

Follow us on Twitter

QPRtrust

@QPRSoccerSchool @QPRHealthStars @mini_superstaRs @QPR_PL4Sport @QPRCA

QPR Community Trust, Kiyan Prince Foundation Stadium, London, W12 7PJ
P A G E No:
1 606703178. Registered Charity No: 1127806
Company

